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INTRODUCTION:
Third molar evaluation plays an important role in the
fields of orthodontics, pedodontics, oral surgery and in
forensic odontology.(1) Moreover estimation of age is an
important criteria in establishing the identity of individuals.
Since dental structures are durable and survive disasters
and can survive fires or bomb blasts and mass disasters,
they can be used to estimate the age of the deceased
individual. Difficulty in age estimation after 14 years of age
has shifted the focus on to the third molars also referred to
as the ‘wisdom teeth.’ The multiple teeth in various stages
if tooth development provide sufficient data for age
determination.(2) But this is only individuals who are less
than 14 years of age.(8)
The assessment of third molar development from
initiation to its complete development in terms of various
developmental stages can be implemented in age estimation
of human being, especially after 14 years. Radiographic
evaluation of the presence, position and degree of third
molar formation can be made use in human age
estimation.(3) The current study aimed to evaluate the
development of third molar in relation to chronological age.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
This study consisted of a sample size of 100 subjects in
the age group of 14 to 20 years. For each subject an
orthopantamogram was taken on an OPG machine. The
selection criteria for inclusion in the sample included
subjects who had not undergone any prior medical or
surgical treatment that could affect the presence and
development of the third molars in addition to no
pathologies in the subject.
To assess the developmental stages of third molars of
maxilla and mandible, the staging system described by
Demirjian was adopted.(4) Eight developmental stages
were considered for each third molar tooth; from the
appearance of the uncalcified tooth germ to the complete
apical closure, and the stage N,(5) which designates the
total absence of tooth formation (absence or no evidence of
bone crypt). Each particular stage corresponds to a
particular developmental score, ranging from A to H.(6)
For each case, the developmental stage was determined for
all third molars present on the orthopantomogram.(7)
A- Mineralised cusp tips, not yet coalesced
B- Mineralised cusp United
C- The crown is approximately half formed
D- Crown formation is complete to the dentino
enamel junction
E- Root formation has begun
F- Root length at least as great as crown length
G- Parallel root wall with open apices
H- Apices are completely closed
N- No tooth formation
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CONCLUSIONS:
In forensic odontology, if the age of the person can be
accurately estimated it will significantly narrow the field of
possible identities needed to establish a positive
identification.(9) The use of third molar teeth in age
estimation has forever been questioned in the literature.(10)
Although the reliability of third molars in age estimation
has been evaluated by several research groups, consensus
on the usefulness of these teeth has not yet been
reached.(11) Third molar has always been categorised as a
nonideal developmental marker owing to its variability, still
it can be used as an aid in age estimation due to inaccuracy
of skeletal predictors of age in adults.
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